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Abstract

What a country has done in the past, and what other countries are doing in the
present can feedback for good or for ill. We develop a model which can address
hysteresis and contagion in sovereign debt markets. When a country’s funda-
mentals change, those changes affect information acquisition about that country
but also affect the allocation of investors worldwide, inducing changes in risk
spreads in seemingly unrelated countries.
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1 Introduction

Some features about sovereign debt markets are difficult to explain by the existing
literature. First, contagion. Sovereign debt crises tend to be highly correlated across
countries. The more recent example is the experience of European countries during
the recent debt crisis. Beirne and Fratzscher (2013), for example, use information of
31 advanced and emerging economies during the crisis and find that there has been
a sharp and simultaneous increase in sovereign yields across countries.

There is an important literature that focuses on real linkages across countries to ex-
plain this correlation (e.g., Alter and Beyer (2013), Gross and Kok (2013)) but in many
cases there is no clear fundamental linkages. There is a different branch of literature
(e.g., De Santis (2012)) arguing that what matters for contagion is the correlation of
beliefs bad news about the fundamentals of a country make investors pessimistic
about other countries. However this mechanism requires certain correlation in fun-
damentals as well.

For the recent European crisis, however, Beirne and Fratzscher (2013) explore empiri-
cal models with economic fundamentals and find that the market pricing of sovereign
risk may not have been fully reflecting fundamentals prior to the crisis.

Second, the disconnect of sovereign risk from own fundamentals. A countrys risk
spread tends to show sudden changes without obvious changes in fundamentals,
and some times even without changes in fundamentals. Furthermore, a given change
in fundamentals does not always have the same effects on risk spreads.

Third, hysteresis. The same change in fundamentals may have different effects on
different countries, being these differences persistent over time. In other words there
is an hysteresis component in the experience of different countries. The United States,
for example, seems to be in a “good equilibrium, taking high debt levels without
triggering increases in spreads. In contrast, a country like Argentina seems to be in
a “bad equilibrium in which slight changes in fundamentals cause large and sudden
changes in spreads.

To accommodate these features, we construct a model of sovereign bond markets
with two countries. We assume that the countries’ fundamentals are completely in-
dependent, so as to rule out cross-country contagion driven by real linkages. Instead,
we focus on the scope for contagion driven by the behavior of a pool of investors that
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is free to participate in either countrys bond market. We assume that all investors are
initially uninformed about each countrys fundamentals. We then allow investors to
acquire information about a given countrys probability of default at a fixed cost. This
information is valuable because informed investors are able to exploit their superior
knowledge of a countrys fundamentals to outbid uninformed investors in particu-
larly attractive states of the world. In equilibrium, this benefit is exactly offset by the
cost of becoming informed.

We show that in this setting there may be multiple equilibria, and that the presence of
informed investors has important consequences for the level and volatility of spreads.
This is the case because informed investors react more sharply to changes in the un-
derlying fundamentals than uninformed investors. In one equilibrium, no investors
acquire information in any country. As such, spreads in both countries are low and
stable. In the opposite equilibrium there are informed investors in both countries,
leading to higher levels and volatility of risk spreads in both. Finally there are two
asymmetric equilibria in which there are informed investors only in one country, with
asymmetric behavior of spreads and volatility.

We show that informed investors displace uninformed investors from participating
in states of the world where the probability of default is low, and so do by paying
higher prices. As a consequence, uninformed investors operate like vultures, who
prefer to trade in states of the world with high default probabilities but low prices.
The presence of informed investors thus leads to highly volatile bond prices.

In the model, contagion between countries may arise purely because of the movement
of investors across countries. When a country becomes more risky in the sense that
there is a state of the world in which default is more likely, vultures have an incentives
to start trading in this country and abandon the sovereign bond market in the other
country. This makes it more difficult to service the other countrys debt. In order
to keep attracting investors, the country whose fundamentals did not change has to
increase its sovereign debt spreads, inducing a correlation of spreads that look like
contagion.

We thus show how sovereign risk may depend not only on a countrys own funda-
mentals, but also on the evolution of the other countrys fundamentals. This is why
our model predicts an empirical disconnect between own fundamentals and the evo-
lution of sovereign risk (see Atinasi and Nickel, 2009).
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Finally, our model replicates hysteresis if we focus on asymmetric equilibria. If a
country starts in an equilibrium where there are no informed agents participating,
then vultures participate in states with low and high default probabilities. This in-
creases the price of debt in the country and makes investment less attractive for those
vultures. Then, as long as the country remains in such equilibrium, the sensitivity of
sovereign risk to changes in fundamentals is dampened.

As long as the equilibrium is persistent, only large changes in fundamentals (own
or the other countrys) suffice to make the current equilibrium infeasible and force
the move to a different type of equilibrium. On the flipside, if a country is in an
equilibrium where informed investors do not participate, the country must become
substantially more risky for informed investors to begin participating and move to
an equilibrium with spreads and volatility that are more sensitive to changes in fun-
damentals.

2 One Bond Model

This is a three period model. In period 0 the investors decided whether to become
informed or not. In period 1 the government has an amount of debt D coming due
which it needs to rollover as it has no income in this period. The government rolls
this debt over using pure discount bonds via an auction type market. In this market
investors specify both a price p and a quantity b which they wish to purchase. The
government sells debt to the highest bidder until it either exhausts the bids or sells
enough to rollover its debt. If the government cannot rollover its debt then it must
default. In period 2 the debt issued in period 1 comes due. The government then
chooses whether to repay its debt using its income Y or default. If the government
defaults in either period the amount that it gets to eat is θY where θ ∈ [0, 1]. Default
is costly to the extent that θ < 1. Since cost of default is independent of whether the
government defaults in both periods or only 1, it will turn out that it will always
default in period 2 if it has defaulted in period 1. Both the government’s default cost
factor θ and its income Y are random. The total number of investors is normalized
to 1, and the number of informed investors is denoted by n. Hence, the number of
uninformed investors is 1 − n. Informed investors learn the government’s default
cost parameter θ. Uninformed investors do not θ or Y in period 1.
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Investors only care about period 2 consumption. All investors start with W units of
wealth. Informed investors have paid a utility cost C to become informed. Investors
can invest their available funds in a safe asset that has gross return 1, or the govern-
ment’s risky debt.

Assume utility is u(c) = log(c) and Ū = log(µ), where µ is the income expected in case
of trading government bonds, where µ > W . We also assume the information cost is
in terms of utility, log(C), where C − 1 > 0 is the fraction of income that is spent in
information costs.

Income Y assumes three possible values: YL with probability x, YM with probability
z and YH with probability 1 − x − z. Since repayment feasibility is determined by Y
repayment is in principle more feasible for YH .

The fraction of income that is available after default θ assumes two possible values:
θL with probability a and θH with probability 1− a. Since the output remaining after
default is θY , default is in principle more likely for θH .

First we obtain the conditions for an “informed equilibrium” (with n > 0) and the
corresponding level of C. Then we compute the conditions on C for the existence of
an equilibrium with n = 0. Finally we proved there is a range of C under which these
two equilibria coexist.

We start assuming YL < Ȳ (θL) (and then probability of default when θL is x) and
YM < Ȳ (θH) (and then probability of default when θH is x+z). Then we will compute
Ȳ and assume the values of YL, YM and YH are such that this is true.

Note: The objective in this part is to gain analytical insight about the informed and
uninformed equilibria coexisting. The computational complication comes from as-
suming an exogenous process of Y and then obtaining the default probabilities en-
dogenously. Here we bypass this complication assuming the income process such
that the initial guess on default probabilities is indeed an equilibrium.

2.1 Agents

There is a mass 1 of investors. There are three possible types of investors operating in
the economy:
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1. (I). Informed individuals (mass n): They bid P̃L and bL if θL and P̃H and bH if
θH .

2. (UL) Uninformed individuals that always trade (both in θL and θH) (mass NL):
They bid P̂L and BL.

3. (UH) Uninformed individuals that only trade when θH (mass NH = 1−n−NL):
They bid P̂H and BH .

2.1.1 Problem of Informed Investors (I)

The first order condition for an informed investor when observing θL and prices are
PL is

x

[
PL

W − PLbL

]
= (1− x)

[
(1− PL)

W + (1− PL)bL

]
(1)

The first order condition for the informed investor when observing θH and prices are
PH is

(x+ z)

[
PH

W − PHbH

]
= (1− x− z)

[
(1− PH)

W + (1− PH)bH

]
(2)

Define the expected utility of becoming informed if θL as

U I
L = x log(W − PLbL) + (1− x) log(W + (1− PL)bL)

and the expected utility of becoming informed if θH as

U I
H = (x+ z) log(W − PHbH) + (1− x− z) log(W + (1− PH)bH)

The participation constraint for informed investor is then

aU I
L + (1− a)U I

H − log(C) ≥ log(µ) (3)

where µ is endogenous and determined in equilibrium.
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2.1.2 Problem of Uninformed Investors that Always Trade (UL)

The first order condition for UL investors is

κ

[
P̂L

W − P̂LBL

]
= (1− κ)

[
(1− P̂L)

W + (1− P̂L)BL

]
(4)

where
κ = ax+ (1− a)(x+ z)

is the expected default probability when the investor always trade.

Their participation constraint is

κ log(W − P̂LBL) + (1− κ) log(W + (1− P̂L)BL) = log(µ) (5)

2.1.3 Problem of Uninformed Investors that Only Trade when Safe (UH)

The first order condition for UH investors is

(x+ z)

[
P̂H

W − P̂HBH

]
= (1− x− z)

[
(1− P̂H)

W + (1− P̂H)BH

]
(6)

Their participation constraint is

a log(W )+(1−a)
[
(x+ z) log(W − P̂HBH) + (1− x− z) log(W + (1− P̂H)BH)

]
= log(µ)

(7)

2.1.4 Resource constraints

Assuming prices are PL and PH .

The resource constraint in case of θL is

nPLbL +NLPLBL = D (8)

The resource constraint in case of θH is

nPHbH + (1− n−NL)PHBH +NLPLBL = D (9)
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In summary, for a given n, we have 9 equations (4 first order conditions, 3 participa-
tion constraints and 2 resource constraints) and 9 unknowns in equilibrium (PL, PH ,
bL, bH , BL, BH , µ, C and NL).

2.2 Equilibrium

2.2.1 Equilibrium with n = 0

Combining the two resource constraints (8) and (9)

(1−NL)PHBH = nPLbL

n = 0 implies that NL = 1 and the only equilibrium is determined by uninformed
agents that bid such that they always trade, this is there is a single price P = PL.

From the FOC of UL (equation 4) we obtain B = BL.

B =
W [(1− κ)− P ]

P (1− P )

From the resource constraint (8), P = D
B

, and then we can solve for B∗ and P ∗,

B∗ =
D(W −D)

W (1− κ)−D

and
P ∗ =

W (1− κ)−D
W −D

< 1

Plugging B∗ and P ∗ in the participation constraint of UL (equation 5) we obtain the
utility µ∗ in equilibrium

log(µ∗) = log(W −D) + (1− κ) log

[
W (1− κ)

W (1− κ)−D

]
(10)

or

µ∗ = (W −D)

(
1− D

W (1− κ)

)κ−1

> W

It is straightforward to show that µ∗ > W since µ∗ = W when D = 0 and ∂µ∗

∂D
=

W (1−κ)1−κDκ
(W (1−κ)−D)2−κ

> 0 as long as W (1− κ) > D, which is the condition for P ∗ > 0.
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To check this is an equilibrium we need to guarantee that no investor has incentives
to become informed.

If a single individual becomes informed, it can choose a preferred bL if learning θL

and bH if learning θH . From equations (1) and (2)

b∗L =
W [(1− x)− P ∗]

P ∗(1− P ∗)

b∗H =
W [(1− x− z)− P ∗]

P ∗(1− P ∗)

If θL, then the gains from learning the state and bidding b∗L instead of B∗ are

x[log(W −P ∗b∗L)− log(W −P ∗B∗)]+(1−x)[log(W +(1−P ∗)b∗L)− log(W +(1−P ∗)B∗)]

x log

(
W − P ∗b∗L
W − P ∗B∗

)
+ (1− x) log

(
W + (1− P ∗)b∗L
W + (1− P ∗)B∗

)
Replacing with B∗ and b∗L.

x log
(x
κ

)
+ (1− x) log

(
1− x
1− κ

)
> 0

We can similarly obtain the gains from information when θH

(x+ z) log

(
x+ z

κ

)
+ (1− x− z) log

(
1− x− z

1− κ

)
> 0

Combining these expressions, the equilibrium with n = 0 is only sustainable as long
as the utility gains from information that come from bidding more profitable quan-
tites given a price P ∗ are smaller than the utility costs of information, log(C)

a

[
x log

(x
κ

)
+ (1− x) log

(
1− x
1− κ

)]
+(1−a)

[
(x+ z) log

(
x+ z

κ

)
+ (1− x− z) log

(
1− x− z

1− κ

)]
< log(C)

(11)
This condition only depends on parameters, and it is sustained for relatively large
costs of information C.
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2.2.2 Equilibrium with n > 0 (relatively small n, for which NL > 0)

First we show that with n > 0 we typically do not have an equilibrium for which
PL = P ∗, PLBL = D and utility is µ∗, as in n = 0. Comparing equations (2) and (6), it
is clear that bH = BH . In the resource constraint (9),

(1−NL)PHBH +NLPLBL = D

implies PHBH = D, when we maintain PL = P ∗ (since P ∗B∗ = D), which immedi-
ately implies

BH =
D

PH

According to the FOC of UH it should be the case that

(x+ z)

(
PH

W −D

)
= (1− x− z)

(
1− PH

W −D − D
PH

)

or
PH =

W (1− x− z)−D
W −D

< PL

The problem is that we also need to guarantee that investors are indifferent between
being UL or UH. In other words

log(W ) + κ log

(
κ

1− PL

)
+ (1− κ) log

(
1− κ
PL

)
=

log(W ) + (1− a)

[
(x+ z) log

(
x+ z

1− PH

)
+ (1− x− z) log

(
1− x− z

PH

)]

replacing with PL = P ∗ = W (1−κ)−D
W−D and PH = W (1−x−z)−D

W−D in the equality above,
we can see this is purely a parametric condition, which may be fulfilled, but only by
chance.

How to compute the equilibrium? We need to proceed in steps.

1. From equation (4) we can express BL as a function of PL.

BL =
W [(1− κ)− PL]

PL(1− PL)
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From equation (1) we can express bL as a function of PL.

bL =
W [(1− x)− PL]

PL(1− PL)

Clearly, for a given PL, bL > BL.

2. From equations (6) and (2) we can see that BH = bH and those are functions of
PH .

BH = bH =
W [(1− x− z)− PH ]

PH(1− PH)

3. With the previous two results, using the resource constraint in θL from equation
(8) we can express NL as a function of PL.

NL =
D(1− PL)− nW [(1− x)− PL]

W [(1− κ)− PL]

4. Now, equalizing the participation constraints of the two uninformed agents
(those who always trade and those whom trade only when it is relatively safe),
we can obtain PH as a function of PL.

From equation (5), the expected utility of UL when the price is PL is

log(W ) + κ log

(
κ

1− PL

)
+ (1− κ) log

(
1− κ
PL

)

From equation (7), the expected utility of UH when the price is PH is

log(W ) + (1− a)

[
(x+ z) log

(
x+ z

1− PH

)
+ (1− x− z) log

(
1− x− z

PH

)]

Equalizing these two equations we get PH as a function of PL, which implies
also that we can express BH as a function of PL.

5. The resource constraint in θH (equation 9) is in terms of NL, PH , BH and BL. All
these variables can be expressed in terms of PL from above. Then, equation (9)
becomes an equation with a single unknown, P ∗

L.

6. Once we have P ∗
L we can obtain all equilibrium objects from the previous equa-

tions.
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7. From the participation constraint of the informed investor (equation 3), we can
obtain C that is consistent in equilibrium with n.

Note also that the utility difference between informed and uninformed can be written
as:

UI − UU = a

[
x log

(
x

1− PL

)
+ (1− x) log

(
1− x
PL

)]
(12)

2.2.3 Equilibrium with n > 0 (relatively high n, for which NL = 0)

Notice that, as we increase n (from the resource constraint in θL (equation 8) and since
bL > BL) there is a point n̄ at which no uninformed bids enough to always trade (this
is NL = 0). This occurs whenever,

n > n̄ =
D(1− PL)

W [(1− κ)− PL]

where PL is the price computed as before, which was set by UL investors.

Typo: I think this equation is supposed to read

n > n̄ =
D(1− PL)

W [(1− x)− PL]

How to compute the equilibrium? We also need to proceed in steps. The main differ-
ence with the previous computation steps is that now bL is obtained from the resource
constraint rather than from the FOC, and PL is obtained from the FOC rather than
from the indifference between uninformed agents.

1. From the resource constraint in θL (equation 8)

bL =
D

nPL

2. From the resource constraint in θH (equation 9)

BH =
D

PH
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3. From equation (1) we can obtain PL.

PL = 1− x nW

nW −D

4. From equation (6) we can obtain PH .

PH = 1− (x+ z)
W

W −D

We impose PH > 0, or W−D
W

> x + z, otherwise the demand is not enough
to cover the debt. Take for example the case that θH is the only state. In this
situation, if the condition before is not sustained, then the individuals are better
off not participating in the debt market. In other words, participating in the
debt market induces a utility smaller than log(W ) even as PH goes to 0.

5. From the participation constraint of UH (equation 7) we can obtain µ(n)

log(µ(n)) = a log(W )+(1−a) log(W−D)+(1−a)(1−x−z) log

(
(1− x− z)W

(1− x− z)W −D

)
(13)

6. From the participation constraint of the informed (equation 3), we can obtain C
that is consistent in equilibrium with n.

The limit to this equilibrium is the point in which, computing P̃H > PH , where PH is
the price obtained in step 4 above and then only informed agents participate in the
market. P̃H is determined in θH assuming that all informed n cover the market (this
is bH = D

nP̃H
. From the FOC of I in θH

P̃H = 1− (x+ z)
nW

nW −D

Then only informed investors participate if

1− (x+ z)
nW

nW −D
≥ 1− (x+ z)

W

W −D

which it is the case only when n = 1. Then we only have the two types of equilibria
discussed above. In one type, n is low and uninformed participate in both states θL
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and θH . In the other type, n is high and uninformed participate only in θH , when it is
relatively safe to do it.

The coexistence of equilibria can be checked by comparing the condition for an equi-
librium with n = 0 and the costs that allows an equilibrium with n > 0.

2.2.4 Comparative Statics with D

To understand how the utility for uninformed when there are only uninformed (n =

0, call it µ(0) from equation 10) compares with the utility for uninformed when there
are too many informed (n = n̄, call it µ(n̄) from equation 13). This comparison tells us
how utility for uninformed evolves with the number of informed individuals n. The
utility decreases when µ(0) > µ(n̄) and increases when µ(0) < µ(n̄).

We can write the difference between these utilities

log(µ(0))−log(µ(n̄)) = (1−κ) log

(
1

1− D
W (1−κ)

)
−a log

(
1

1− D
W

)
−(1−a)(1−x−z) log

(
1

1− D
W (1−x−z)

)

This difference is 0 ifD = 0 (since µ(0)−µ(n̄) = W ) and negative asD → W (1−x−z)

(since PH → 0). Is there a D under which difference is positive, and then uninformed
investors prefer to invest in a country without participation of informed investors?

Taking the derivative with respect to D,

∂[log(µ(0))− log(µ(n̄))]

∂D
=

1− κ
[W (1− κ)−D]

− a

[W −D]
− (1− a)(1− x− z)

[W (1− x− z)−D]

Evaluated at D = 0, this is always 0

∂[log(µ(0))− log(µ(n̄))]D=0

∂D
= 0

From taking second derivatives we can obtain the parameters under which there is a
set of D for which µ(0) > µ(n̄).

∂2[log(µ(0))− log(µ(n̄))]

∂D2
= − 1− κ

[W (1− κ)−D]2
+

a

[W −D]2
+

(1− a)(1− x− z)

[W (1− x− z)−D]2
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Evaluated at D = 0,

∂2[log(µ(0))− log(µ(n̄))]D=0

∂D2
=

1

W 2

[
a+

1− a
1− x− z

− 1

1− κ

]
Recall (1− κ) = (1− x− z) + az, then the second derivative is positive (and then the
difference is positive for relatively small D, around 0) if

1− (x+ z) >
1− (x+ z)

1− a(x+ z)
− az

If a = 0, then the second derivative is also 0. If a = 1, then the second derivative is
negative.

2.2.5 Discussion

Some conclusions can be taken from the discussion above.

• In the equilibrium with n ∈ [0, n̄], uninformed investors always invest (NL > 0).
In this case the level of utility declines in the economy? I think it does because
we have investors spending resources in information just to shift participation
of the uninformed.

Interestingly, the relation between PL and PH does not depend on n, but likely
the prices will decline in general since the uninformed have to compete with
some informed.

• In the equilibrium with n ∈ [n̄, 1], uninformed investors only invest when rela-
tively safe (NL = 0). In this case the level of utility remains constant (described
in step 5 above). I think it does because we have investors spending resources
in information just to shift participation of the uninformed.

Now the relation between PL and PH does depend on n. While PL declines in n,
PH remains constant.
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